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       Proper hydration isn’t just about drinking water—it’s about regulating your body temperature, too. Your sweat rate,

the humidity, and how long you’ve exercised are all factors to consider. During summer, when the risk for heat stroke is

at its highest; wear light, loose-fitting clothing in light colors, schedule strenuous sports and physical activities during

cooler times of the day, protect yourself from the sun with hats and other shade accessories; take drink breaks often, and

mist yourself with a spray bottle if you become overheated.

        Did you know that approximately 80 percent of our water intake comes from drinking water? The other 20

percent comes from food. All whole fruits and vegetables contain some water, but snack on these for maximum benefit: 

 cucumbers, celery, tomatoes, radishes, peppers, cauliflower, watermelon, spinach, strawberries, broccoli, and grapefruit.

They all contain 90 percent water or higher.

       Summer is a great time of year to get out and enjoy all that Northern Michigan has to offer.  Just remember to plan

ahead and pay attention to the heat and humidity levels and make sure you take plenty of water with you.  That way you

will have a fun, enjoyable and safe time while burning calories.

Summer Tips on Proper Hydration

         Proper hydration means getting enough water before, during, and after exercise.  There is no standard for how

much plain water adults and children should drink daily, though there are general recommendations. Here’s one rule of

thumb -  You can drink half of your body weight(lbs) in ounces of water.

        Ah Summertime!  It is warm and sunny and we are beckoned to get outside and be active.  Remember that with the

increased temperatures and increased activity it is very important to stay well hydrated.

Example: An adult who weighs 160 pounds would drink 80 ounces of water



Anishinaabemowin Wellness Phrase:
Pkibidoon mishkiki - Pick the medicine

Summer Harvesting Teachings 
Q & A with Traditional Medicine

Q: What types of things do the Anishinaabek harvest during the                      
summer?

Q: Why is it important to harvest in the summer?

Laura Collins-Downwind (LCD): Foods like berries; medicines like

wiingash/sweetgrass or wiigoop/basswood. We pick enough to

supply the Traditional Medicine department for the rest of the year.

Traditional Medicine's Lori
Gambardella and her dog Zak
harvesting miinan/blueberries.

Q: What are your favorite things to harvest?

Q: What other activities are tyically done in the
summer?

Q: What else should everyone know about harvesting
during the summer?

Lori Gambardella (LD): Sweet grass, sage, St. John's wort, clover,

barks from various species of trees and bushes as well as leaves

from many plants. We harvest in the swamps, rivers, streams,

thickets, meadows and woodland areas. There are plants we pick in

early summer, midsummer and late summer. We also gather many

roots from various plants, for example - goldthread and burdock.

Joe Syrette (JS): All berries and all summer plants.

Bud Biron offering teachings
about sweetgrass.

LCD: It's the core of who we are as Anishinaabe. We are hunters

and gatherers.

LG: The medicinal properties are at a higher level of

healing properties. The roots in spring send nutrients up

the shaft of the plant to grow new life. As a medicine

gatherer, we are aware of growing seasons of different

medicines. So we pay attention to the growth of what is in

bloom and memory of gathering in the past.

JS: Taking what is naturally provided to sustain and live a

good healthy life.

LCD: All the things! Messy things - like going into the

swamp. I think it's because I'm bear clan. Labrador, to

make swamp tea, or wiikenh.

LG: Everything is my favorite. The enjoyment of the

interaction to each plant and its environment sends a

rush through me. They communicate with you when

you are there. Forming a relationship with each one as

you pick grows an understanding of our true purpose.

To live a good life with what is here for all creation. If I

had to choose something, I guess I would say I love to

gather berries.

JS: Roots and berries.

LCD: Summer gatherings, like powwows. Ceremonies.

This is the time for learning roles in your community.

LG: Ceremonies, gatherings, food related events. One of

my favorite things is the conversations and laughter

that exist when we get together to gather in summer.

JS: Outdoor teachings/ceremonies.

LG: Pick with respect. Do not gather when on your

moon time. Remember all living things have a spirit.

Never over pick and never gather something you do not

know enough information on. Seek information from

elders or those who gather for correct instructions on

when to gather and how to not over harvest.

LCD: We must remember that we are protectors;

stewards of the Earth. Only get what you need.

Traditional Medicine   -   (906) 632-5210
Freshly harvested
miinan/blueberries.



       A telltale sign of the arrival of summer is the joyful

buzz of a farmers market. The availability of local, fresh

produce, opportunities to socialize with neighbors and

farmers, and the overall communal atmosphere draws in

thousands to Michigan markets each year. 

       Deemed “critical infrastructure” by the State of

Michigan during the COVID-19 pandemic, farmers

markets statewide have adapted their procedures to

provide a safe shopping experience for their farmers and

customers alike. Farmers markets are either required or

recommended to follow certain modifications depending

on which stage of the Michigan “Safe Start” plan their

region is currently in.

       For more information about local farmers markets,

reach out to Josie Fegan at jfegan@saulttribe.net

Avoid the farmers market if sick or
immunocompromised

Wear a mask or face covering if medically
able to

Remain 6 feet apart from others when in
standing in line or browsing

Bring small bills to minimize cash
transactions

Wash or sanitize hands when entering the
market and upon leaving

Contact the Health Education Team

Michigan Farmers Markets Adapting Amid COVID-19
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